The 2018 Bobby Bourn Memorial Charity Doubles was held for at Marden Residents Club, for the 8th
consecutive year.
The funds from each of the charity-based competitions in 2018-19 season are being pooled and a
charity selected at the end of the season. 33 pairs contested the competition and despite the room
being very warm the standard of play remained high.
Format is best of 3 legs of 801, straight start, no burst rule. Red denotes Ladies
Preliminary Round - Best of 3 x 801 (Toss Coin for Off)
M. Fenton/A. Heron

2–0

G. Hosie/J. Fenton

Round of 32 - Best of 3 x 801 (Toss Coin for Off)
C. Robson/D. Beaney
G. Edger/P. Hodge
D. Porritt/I. Gleeson
A. Christianson/A. O’Hare
J. Simpson/A. Weldon
C. Jones/T. Willis
A. Parsons/S. Brown
J. Purcell/M. Whinfield
S. Ritson/M. Matuszewski
G. Fitzgibbon/K. Jones
K. Phillipson/J. Watson
K. Bisby/S. Malpass
P. Scott/G. Watson
S. Adams/M. Hudson
A. Hasson/T. Wright
A. Cochrane/M. Stephenson

2-0
2-0
2-0
2-0
2-0
2-0
2-0
2-0
2-1
2-1
2-0
2-0
2-1
0-0
0-0
2-0

M. Fenton/A. Heron
N. Pratt/D. Cameron
R. Cox/R. Pygall
K. Birkett/ C. Middleton
D. Ashcroft/J. Ashcroft
D. Black/K. Plumridge
C. Watson/D. Lewis
A. Barrass/T. Smith
M. Armstrong/P. Russell
J. Haines/J. Thomas
A. Davison/D. Gallagher
M. Spence/G. Whittle
G. Falcus/M. Richardson
S. Thompson/C. Matthews
C. Brown/P. Wright
L. Austen/M. Starkey

TW 85co on bull

CM 180

Round of 16 - Best of 3 x 801 (Toss Coin for Off)
G. Edger/P. Hodge
D. Porritt/I. Gleeson
C. Jones/T. Willis
A. Parsons/S. Brown
G. Fitzgibbon/K. Jones
K. Bisby/S. Malpass
S. Adams/M. Hudson
A. Cochrane/M. Stephenson

2-0
2-0
2-0
2-0
2-1
2-0
2-1
2-0

C. Robson/D. Beaney
A. Christianson/A. O’Hare
J. Simpson/A. Weldon
J. Purcell/M. Whinfield
S. Ritson/M. Matuszewski
K. Phillipson/J. Watson
P. Scott/G. Watson
A. Hasson/T. Wright

JW 180/KB 180
TW 180/AH 180/MS 2x 180

Quarter Finals - Best of 5 x 801 (Toss Coin for Off)
D. Porritt/I. Gleeson
A. Parsons/S. Brown
K. Bisby/S. Malpass
A. Cochrane/M. Stephenson

3-2
3-2
3-0
3-2

G. Edger/P. Hodge
C. Jones/T. Willis
G. Fitzgibbon/K. Jones
S. Adams/M. Hudson

DP 180

These four matched were all much closer than the score suggests.
In match 1 George Edger and Paul Hodge had gone 2-0 up on the back of better scoring and finishing
and had darts at double 10 to take it but a really loud “victory shout” in the room from one of the
other matches effected his concentration and he missed to let Dave Porritt in to save the match. The
next two legs were extremely close with all four lads missing doubles but Gleeo took it eventually.
Match 2 saw Adam Parsons and Sean Brown win though on the back of greater accuracy on the
doubles that won through. An excellent showing also from Tip Whillis who supported Connor Jones
admirably.
Keith Bisby ramped up the 140 scoring and Simon was steady tons all the way through this game
which proved too strong for Gordon and Kevin who couldn’t get a leg or a hold in the match.
The last game proved very tight indeed but Andy and Mark won through in a final deciding leg which
they really shouldn’t have. Steve and Mark were as rock steady as ever with the scoring and got
ahead in the early part of the leg. Stevo was having a problem with his left foot which was visibly
affecting his scoring and Andy was his usual mixed bag of frustration and ecstasy in separate throws
but at the point of need the Tap boys couldn’t take the winning double and let Andy in to claim the
match.
Semi Finals - Best of 5 x 801 (Toss Coin for Off)
D. Porritt/I. Gleeson
K. Bisby/S. Malpass

3-1
3-1

A. Parsons/S. Brown
A. Cochrane/M. Stephenson

KB 2x180 & 70 2d co

Semi-final 1 saw Adam and Sean go one up with an easy relaxed throwing style from both lads but
no sooner that they did they then looked as if they locked up a fraction. That was enough for Davey
Poritt to show his combative spirit and he led Ian through an excellent leg to level it and then to take
the next. It looked like it was going to be three in a row but Sean calmly took his chance to level it at
2 -2. The decider saw the winners bang in four consecutive ton plus scores mid leg to set up the
winning doubles opportunity.
Semi-final 2 saw Keith Bisby go mad on the scoring front and when he wasn’t hitting maximums he
was doing 140’s and 125’s. Simon was with him all the way and cleaning up on the doubles and
despite going 1-0 down in leg 1 they took the remaining 3 legs in style. It has to be said that Stevo
was by now in visible pain with his foot problem and was limping and grimacing so full marks to both
him and Andy for staying competitive in the face of the quality shown from the other lads.
Final - Best of 5 x 801 (Toss Coin for Off)
D. Porritt/I. Gleeson

3–2

K. Bisby/S. Malpass

The final was another cracker and all four were on it but as is the case in many doubles games one of
the players from each pair leads the way.

This time it was a visible battle of competitive wills between Davey Porritt and Keith Bisby. Both Ian
and Simon were supporting them well but those two stood out in terms of hitting great shots at just
the right time. Leg 1 saw Simon hit double to take the point and Ian mirrored that to level it in leg 2.
Leg 3 was a belter with a Robin Hood from Gleeo and two darts on the floor from Keith and then
Davey and Ian hit four consecutive ton plus scores and Davey taking out a Shanghai on the 20’s to go
2 – 1. Leg 4 was a bit edgy but Keith took out 56 in 2 darts to take it to the decider which was again
edgy with all four lads wiring trebles when they had been going in earlier.
This was not surprising given none of the guys had won this title. Gleeo was runner up last year with
Steve Ritson and Keith and Simon were runners up in 2016 and Keith again runner up in 2008 with
Colin Banks so there was a lot riding on the one leg.
From the off Simon and Keith edged the scoring sufficiently and kept this up to give them the first
match darts but they each missed opportunities which critically lost them the match as Davey
cleaned out his double 4 to take the 2018 title.

2018 Bobby Bourn Champions
(Mark Fenton - Chairman) Davey Porritt & Ian Gleeson
A big thank you as usual go to the committee and staff of Marden Residents Club who
continue their fantastic support to the league and sponsorship to the charities.
We look forward to welcoming you all back next year.

2018 Bobby Bourn Runners Up
Keith Bisby & Simon Malpass (Mark Fenton)

Losing Semi Finalists - Sean Brown & Adam Parsons

Losing Semi Finalists - Stevo & Andy Cochrane

